Introduction. Let S denote a compact semitopological semigroup (i.e., the multiplication is separately continuous) and (C(S),|| ||) the Banach space of all bounded real-valued continuous functions on S. Then M b (S) which is defined as the norm dual of C(S)
is a Banach algebra under \\μ\\ = sup{|μ(/)|: ||/||g 1} and the convolution * which is defined via μ**>(/)= I f(xy)μ(dx)v(dy) on C(S). Let P(S) be the totality of probability measures on 5, which consists of all positive measures with norm 1 in M b (S) . Then P(S) is a compact semitopological semigroup under * and the weak* topology which is the topology of pointwise convergence on C(S) [4] . If S is topological (i.e., the multiplication is jointly continuous), then P(S) is topological (Prop.
4, [9]).
It is known that every compact semitopological semigroup has a minimal ideal which is not necessarily closed except in the case 5 is topological [7] . We thus introduce the following definition:
A compact semitopological semigroup is called topologically simple if its minimal ideal is dense in it.
For a subsemigroup T of S, we use E(S) and M(T) to denote the totality of idempotents and the minimal ideal in 5 respectively. For a subsemigroup A of P(5), we write D(A) = U {supp μ: μ e A} and supp A = £)(A), where suppμ denotes the support of μ.
In the remainder, S will always denote a compact semitopological semigroup except mentioned especially.
2. The structure of an idempotent probability measure. PROPOSITION 
(e) Ke = (EHF)e = £H and eK = e (EHF) = HF 3. (a) P(E) (resp. P(F)) is a left (resp. right) zero compact topological subsemigroup. 
In particular, E(P(E)) = P(E) and E(P(F)) = P(F) (b) δ*P(E) = P(F)*δ e = δ e , where 8 e is the point-mass at e (c) F(F)*P(£) C P(H). In particular, w H *P(F)*P(E) = P(F)*P(E)*w H = w H , where wj ί =w H is the Haar measure on H (d) P(E)*w H *P(F)QE(P(S)
(b) This follows from 2(c). Proof. [4] . PROPOSITION Proof. 1. We prove it in three steps: (i) supp μ C eSe for all μ G ^f(w H ). (ii) Let μ G ^(w H ), then there exists a ^ G dK{w H ) so that μ*v = v*μ = w H . Hence for given α G supp μ and b G supp v δ ab * w Hδba * w H = w H and thus abH = αfe/f = H = baH= baH or αί? = bag = ft for some g,h EH: let x = h~xa and x' = αgft" 1 , then xί> = bx' = e and so cb)x' = x(fex') = JC. Furthermore, μ * δ 6 = (w H * μ ) * δ b = vv H * (μ * δ*,) = W H and so μ = w H * δ x = w H *jίχ * w H . By (Thm. 1, p. 124, [3] ) and Lemma A, we obtain that Hx = Hx= HxH= HxH. This implies x G N(H).
(iii) The converse of (ii) follows from the fact that w H * δ x = δ x * w H = w H * δ x * w H .
2. We prove it in two steps: 
D(gif(w)) = E(N(H))F
Froo/. 1. This follows from Proposition 3.1. 1. 2. This follows from Proposition 3.1. 2 and the above statement.
3. This follows from 2. So far, we have only an algebraic characterization of $f(w). In the remainder, we will characterize ffl(w) and its subgroups topologically. PROPOSITION 
The map η: N(H)/H-+ %(w H ) defined via η(xH)=w H *δ x (=δ x *w H ) is a topological isomorphism.
Proof. We observe first that η is a well-defined algebraic isomorphism. Hence it remains to show that η is an open map. To The following example shows that not all $f(w) are compact:
EXAMPLE.
Let S = R U {<»} be the one-point compactification of the additive group of real numbers. Then S is a compact semitopological semigroup and $f(δ o ) = {δ x : x E R} which is not compact.
On a limit theorem.
Rosenblatt has proved a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of a convolution sequence (^n)ns=i of a probability measure Mna compact topological semigroup (Thm. 1, p. 152, [8] ). We will see one side of his condition is an immediate result of our characterizations of the groups of units. PROPOSITION 
Let vEP(S).
Then
, where T is a closed subsemigroup generated by v, i.e., T = U {supp v n :n^ 1}.
Proof. (See Thm. 3, [2]).
In the remainder, we maintain that Σ(v) = {v n : n ^ 1}~, K(v) = M (Σ(v) ) and L(v) = liml/n(^ + v 2 + -+ v n ) = μ x * w G *μ y . Without losing generality, we may assume that S is generated by v, i.e., S = T. Then supp L{v) = M(S), G = eSe = e(supp L(v) )e, X = E(Se) = E((supp L{v))e) = supp μ x and Y = E (eS) = £(e(supp L{v))) = μ γ for an e G E(M(suρp L(v))) (cf. 3.5, p. 67, [1] ). In particular, (v)) = μx *{w G }*μ y = {L(i/)}.
LEMMA C. K(V) is a compact commutative topological subgroup in P(S).
Proof. (See the proof of 3.4, p. 67, [1] ).
Let w
